FPT2600EX-1 I/M Fuel Cap Pressure Test Kit

Inspection grade fuel cap test kit designed for use in State Inspection and Maintenance programs.* Electronically test fuel caps ability to hold pressure to EPA standards. The tester provides Pass/Fail test results in 10 seconds. Adapters backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Kit Contents:
- Battery operated handheld tester
- Set of 10 cap adapters that meet EPA standards for recommended fleet coverage
- FPT26-21 Pass/Fail Standard for daily calibration checks
- Brightly colored LEDs indicate NO LEAKS, PASS or FAIL

Hickok/Waekon Fuel Cap Testers with the FPT25-4 black adapter that is included in the kit, works with any Stant Fuel Cap Adapter including the Pass and Fail standard caps.

*Please contact the appropriate Government Agency to identify which Fuel Cap Testing equipment is approved for your State/County Emissions Testing program.

FPT2600E Fuel Cap Pressure Test Base Kit

The handheld fuel cap tester electronically tests a fuel cap’s ability to hold pressure. Pass/Fail test results in 10 seconds.

Kit Contents:
- Battery operated handheld tester
- BAR certified Black cap adapter (FPT25-4) test all standard threaded caps on foreign and domestic vehicles
- Brightly colored LEDs indicate NO LEAK, PASS or FAIL
- Instruction manual

Hickok/Waekon Fuel Cap Testers with the FPT25-4 black adapter that is included in the kit, works with any Stant Fuel Cap Adapter including the Pass and Fail standard caps.
FPT25-16 Fuel Cap Adapter Set

For use with any Hickok/Waekon fuel cap pressure tester. Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Kit Contents:
- Ten BAR Certified adapters and vehicle specific lookup tables for easy adapter selection.

If you need to order additional fuel cap adapters to update your kit to the current requirements, please contact Hickok/Waekon Customer service (1-800-342-5080) for pricing and delivery.

FPT25-16U Fuel Cap Adapter 2016 Update Kit

Adapter Update for the FPT25-09 and FPT25-09E Fuel Cap Adapter Kits. Comes with new Pink and Brown adapters to ensure EPA recommended fleet coverage for fuel cap testing. Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Kit Contents:
- FPT25-8 Brown Adapter enhanced vehicle coverage for Mazda MY 2003 and newer.
- FPT25-10 Pink Adapter enhanced vehicle coverage for Mercedes Benz MY 1990 and newer.

If you need to order additional fuel cap adapters to update your kit to the current requirements, please contact Hickok/Waekon Customer service (1-800-342-5080) for pricing and delivery.